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When driving through Benton County the effects of the July 2011 derecho (severe windstorm) 
can still be seen. Much of the damage was obvious to the casual observer; however, some not so 
obvious public safety infrastructure also suffered damage.  
The Benton County Emergency Management Amateur Radio Club maintained a repeater located 
outside of Garrison. This equipment was part of emergency management’s communications 
system used for storm watch and other functions. Area hams in their day-to-day activities also 
used the repeater. The equipment was located on a tower that was destroyed during the 
windstorm. 

The club was able to piece together a temporary system, but it did not provide countywide 
coverage.  This would have to be sufficient while they worked on a permanent solution.  

In the tradition of hams working together, the Buchanan County Amateur Radio Club (BCARC) 
was able to assist. This summer, Buchanan County performed a major upgrade of its public 
safety communications system. During the upgrade, working equipment that no longer met FCC 
standards for public safety use but could be reworked to amateur use became available. BCARC 
approached the Buchanan County Board of Supervisors and received approval to donate one of 
the old radios to the Benton County club.  

Now that necessary hardware was found, the next steps was to ready the radio for amateur use. 
Curt Wilson, a member of BCARC, volunteered to refurbish the radio and antenna duplexer. The 
new site for the repeater was also arranged. Located south of Vinton, space on the main tower of 
the Benton County Public Safety radio system was made available. 

With all the pieces coming together the final step was to install the equipment. On a recent 
Saturday morning the install crew met at the new tower location to put all of the pieces together. 
After some final adjustments the radio was placed on the air. With in minutes hams across the 
area were using the repeater to test is coverage area. Initial reports show the system is meeting 
expectations providing coverage that was lost when the original radio was destroyed. 
This project is just one of many where the Buchanan and Benton amateur radio clubs work 
together providing public service to both counties. This use of amateur radio is a critical part of 
emergency planning through out the United States. Working together establishes relationships 
before a disaster occurs.  

 
Photo Information 
Install Crew.jpg 
After completion of the install, (from left) Clair Franzen (KC0RFN), Curt Wilson (NK0T) and 
Robert Spangler (KA0WJZ) stand behind the just installed replacement repeater. This 
replacement reestablished radio coverage that was lost with the destruction of the previous 
repeater. 
 
Making Adjustments.jpg  



After the replacement repeater was put into place and connected final adjustments were made. 
Here Curt Wilson (NK0T) is using a service monitor checking the audio levels. 
 
Testing Antenna.jpg 
The antenna can make or break the systems performance. To check the antenna, Clair Franzen 
(KC0RFN) and Curt Wilson (NK0T) use test equipment to “sweep it” with radio frequencies and 
check performance. 
 

  



 


